Cutting circles around
the competition.

Orbit™ saw chains, available in 3/8",
.404" and 3/4", are engineered for
precision, balance and low vibration.
All are manufactured with an advanced
heat treatment and a hard chrome
finish on the cutters to provide
improved cutter performance.

Orbit 3/8” pitch saw chain is a full
chisel; non-safety chainsaw chain,
which expands our offerings to the
professional loggers using handheld
saws. It features an advanced
lubrication design to help with oil
lubrication pick-up into the rivets.

Both Orbit lines of harvester chain
are engineered for maximum
performance and fast cutting speed.
The Orbit .404 and 3/4” pitch saw
chains have micro radius semi-chisel
cutters and increased kerf width.

Remember, the safest saw chain
is a sharp chain. The sharpest chain
is a new saw chain. As your saw
chain wears, we highly recommend
either replacing the saw chain or
maintaining it by keeping it sharp.

Wallingford's Inc, distributor of GB® harvester and ProTop chainsaw
bars throughout North America, is proud to add Orbit™ to their ever
expanding line up of unsurpassed cutting technologies. Orbit™ offers
an excellent product at a competitive price.

Cutting Circles Around
The Competition.
When you install Orbit™ Saw Chain on a tried
and trusted GB® bar, rest in confidence you
have yourself the winning combination of
value and performance that can’t be beat.

www.OrbitSawChain.com

3/4" Pitch

.404" Pitch

Semi Chisel Harvester Chain

Semi Chisel Harvester Chain

Multi-layered chrome plating provides excellent durability and wear resistance.
Orbit saw chain is manufactured with high quality alloy steel and offers professionals the best
balance of quality and value in the industry. Our semi-chisel chains cut faster and stay sharper
longer in dirty and gritty cutting conditions.

3/8" PITCH

Full Chisel Chainsaw Chain

Advanced lubrication design to help with oil lubrication pick-up into the rivets.
Orbit's 3/8" .050 and .058 gauge full chisel chain has a square cutter
edge. It is designed to cut faster and reduce cutting friction for a
smooth, clean cut. It has a specially designed channel in each drive link
that picks up oil from the bar and distributes it to the rivets, reducing
friction and increasing saw chain life.

ORBIT™ PART NUMBERING SYSTEM
How to determine your Orbit™ chainsaw part number:

85068NSWF

8 = 3/8" STD Chisel 50 = Gauge 68 = Drive Link Count NS = Non Safety WF = Orbit

100ft. Bulk Reel = 850BR100NSWF (50 Gauge), 858BR100NSWF (58 Gauge)

How to determine your Orbit™ harvester part number:

HV8085WF

HV9585WF

HV80 = Harvester .404" HV95 = Harvester 3/4" 85 = Drive Link Count WF = Orbit

100ft. Bulk Reel = HV80 BR100 WF, 50ft. Bulk Reel = HV95 BR50 WF

Orbit™ is marketed and distributed worldwide by Wallingford’s Inc.

YOUR LOCAL DEALER

1010 Kennedy Memorial Drive
Oakland, ME 04963

207.465.9575
800.323.3708
info@wallingfords.com
www.wallingfords.com

www.orbitsawchain.com

